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We are the Barnet Family,
founders of Healthcare
Products, LLC. We experienced
the joy and hardship of living
with our grandfather, George,
who endured Alzheimer's.
Through his Alzheimer's years, our family found solace by providing
the proper care and a en on to make his diﬃcult moments more
comfortable. In the beginning, he was able to tell us how grateful he
was for our love and care to ease his suﬀering but in the end, we were
the ones grateful to be able to provide him with the u li es to make
his journey with Alzheimer's more peaceful.
Living with Alzheimer's is an extraordinary hardship because of the
breathtaking, progressive nature of the disease that seem inexplicable
to all of us. This sense of helplessness urged us to cul vate guidance
and educa on on Alzheimer's. Our family is now compelled to raise
the bar for Alzheimer's care throughout the world. We source this
community to find and create resources to help with care.

The Barnet Family

About These Products

Alzheimer’s disease poses serious and baﬄing challenges for the individual with AD, their caregivers, family
and professionals. It is a disease of the brain, being dealt with by both the person with Alzheimer’s and the
caregiver. Challenging behaviors, unexpected reac ons, personality changes, wandering and constant
change are just some of the obstacles faced repeatedly— day a er day.
The products at the Alzheimer’s Store represent years of research and working with pa ents and caregivers.
These are the very best and most dependable products available, addressing many disease‐related issues. In
certain cases, when products do not yet exist, we will work with manufacturers to create them. If you cannot
find a product that you are looking for, please call us— in many cases, if we do not carry it, we can tell you
where to find it or perhaps manufacture it.
Most Popular Products

Music Player
Item #2115 (p.3)

Senior TV Remote
Item #0036 (p.8)

Musical Therapy Bear
Item #2112 (p.3)

Door Alarm
Item #0067 (p.4)

www.alzstore.com

GPS Locators
Puzzles
Item #0900,0920,0940 (p.4) Item #0800‐0808 (p.11)

Day Clox
Memory Boxes
Item #0043 (p.6) Item #0285‐0287(p.4)
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Memory Phone
Item #0029 (p.7)

Reminder Rosie
Item #0034 (p.6)

Adult Briefs
Item #0262 (p.13)

1‐800‐752‐3238

MUSIC THERAPY
Blaney, Therapy Music Bear, is a
combina on of our experiences of
the benefits of music for people with
cognizant challenges, such as
demen a, learning diﬃcul es and
au sm, combined with widely
accepted advantages oﬀered by “doll therapy”. Blaney
Bear contains an MP3 Player that can hold hundreds
of songs downloaded from your computer. The care
and interac on with a comfor ng so toy provides a
path to unlocking strong maternal ins ncts or feelings
of security, providing both ac vity and self‐worth, while
the music increases awareness and interac on.
Item #2112

Simple Music Player is the
#1 product for music
therapy. It is a MP3 player
that can be loaded with up
to 1000 songs from a
computer very easily. To
operate, there are only 3
controls: Start playing music ‐ just li the lid; Skip a
song ‐ just press a bu on; Stop the music ‐ close the
lid. Comes pre‐loaded with some songs to show
volume (which only the caregiver can control). Port
for a headset. Designed specifically for those with
demen a. See website for full instruc ons.
Item #2115 Available in Green, Red and Walnut

Songs of Faith CD and Songbook A
collection of the most popular
Christian hymns and music. (72
minutes) Item #2030
$19.95

The One Bu on Radio has two main
control dials; one for volume and one
for frequency. This allows you to
tune the radio to the exact Sta on
and Volume you wish to listen to and
turn the radio on by pressing the large bu on on
the top of the Radio.
Item #2113 $129.95

Music For Alzheimers makes music a part
of your everyday schedule! Through a
process called Altus Oscilla on™, we have
managed to safely introduce various
gentle s mula ng wave impulses—
already present in the brain—and
harmoniously unite them with instantly
recognizable music. This six‐disc CD/DVD
set includes four hours of great musical classics such as
Big Band Medleys, Vocal Standards Collec on, Light
Classical Favorites and Instrumental Medleys; plus a
Medita on CD for the caregiver.
Item #2120
$49.95

Therapeu c Music Care DVDs are
collec ons of beau ful images
accompanied by gentle music.
Recollec ons is used in demen a,
pallia ve, suppor ve and end of life
care, wai ng and treatment rooms and
hospital quiet channels. The sounds of
classical melodies are reflected in the sights of
familiar scenes. DVD is one hour in length.
Item #2116 $28.99

Genre‐specific, Collec ons One
therapeu c music CDs are paced at 60
beats per minute. Familiar melodies are
played and sung gently to s mulate calm,
comfort and a sense of well‐being. Each
collec on includes 6 CDs and each CD is
one hour in length. Collec ons One consist of the
following CDs: Spirit Wings, Gentle Waters, Cel c
Whisperings, Hugs & Kisses, Warm Breezes, and Classic
Comfort.
Item #2117
$106.95

Sentimental Sing
Alongs Music from the
30's, 40's and 50's .
Each DVD features a
presentation by singers
in costume, and each
are 30 minutes. Available DVD’s: Funny and
Whimsical; Sweet and Simple Love Songs; Far
Away & Long Ago; Songs of Spirit; Songs of
Love & Laughter (vol.4); Songs of Across
America (vol.5); Serenades & Sweetheart
Songs (vol.7); Songs of Cherished Childhood
(vol.8); Irish Songs & Other Folk Favorites
(vol.9); Songs of the Heartland (vol.10);
Songs of the Holidays (vol.11); Christmas
Hymns & Carols(vol.12).
Item #2071 $25.95

www.alzstore.com

Classic Oldies
Songs Playlist
Volume 1 and 2 is a collection of hit songs
from the 1940s, 1950s, 1960s pre-installed
onto a USB port that is ready to use. Each
collection has 125 songs that come from
different genres. Item #2110 $95.00
Both Playlists 1 & 2 $185.00
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WANDERING
*****The GPS Locator Watch by
SafeTracks GPS incorporates 2G,
3G, and 4G cellular, GPS, and
Bluetooth 4.0 technologies. The
watch is very lightweight at 3.1 oz
and includes a lockable clasp, SOS
bu on, and two‐way voice.
Charging is similar to that of a mobile phone. Setup
and tracking easily done through the SafeTracks
GPS website. Monthly Maintenance contract
required $39.95 and a one‐ me ac va on fee of
$35.00.
Item #0900 $399.99

*****“Fire‐Rated” Door Mural.
These high resolution, full color
door murals camouflage the door,
making it appear to be a set of
shelves, rather than an exit. Use
these door murals to improve safety
and reduce attempts to wander out
of the home. Size 3’ x 6’8”.
Material: Class A, Fire‐rated
Polyvinyl. Self‐adhering, Removable.
Item #0364 “Book Case” Fire‐Rated Mural $184.95
Item #0365 “American Icon”
$184.95

*****Freedom, a GPS Tracker
watch, is the only watch using
radio frequency, GPS, and GSM
(cellular network) technology to
communicate posi on data. The
watch's technology can detect a
wandering event and curtail it by providing relevant
and mely loca on informa on to the caregiver.
No AcƟvaƟon Fee
Item #0920
$249.99 + $29.99 Monthly Maintenance

*****The Medical Alert ID
Bracelet offers next generation
emergency medical alert
identification for people with
Alzheimer's, dementia or any form of memory
loss. Our smart stylish ID bracelets provide
emergency medical personnel with secure
instant access to your or your loved one’s
medical profile from anywhere anytime. Must
have internet access. Email alerts must be set
up in profile during membership activation.
Item #0910 $69.99
Two Year Membership Included

*****MX‐LOCare GPS Watch This
wandering preven on device comes in 3
colors. It is trim and has 2‐way talk.
Item #0940
Monthly Maintenance

Memory Boxes help residents find and
iden fy their rooms. Memory boxes are a
solu on to the perplexing challenges in
demen a care residences of how to help
people find and recognize their own rooms,
and help them avoid walking into the wrong
room. Memory boxes provides the resident
or your loved one a familiar and unique landmark in
their room. Install it next to your door and decorate it
with the picture, name and personal keepsakes of the
resident or loved one. Item #0285, #0286, #0287
Various Designs priced from $99 ‐ $195.00

$199.99
$29.99

Belle Mobile is your mobile medical
alert pendant. This lightweight,
shower‐proof pendant uses the AT&T
cellular network to place emergency
calls from both inside and outside
your home. A er pressing the call
bu on you'll be connected to a ResponseNow
operator within moments who can do everything
from sending emergency services to calling one of
your friends or family members. Belle’s
rechargeable ba ery lasts up to 30 days and is
charged up a er three hours.
Item #0931 Quarterly: $113.85 *FREE shipping

*****Door Alarm: Monitor with
Remote Plug‐In Alarm When a
monitored door is opened the
transmi er sends a signal to the
receiver/alarm that plugs into any
standard AC wall outlet in your
bedroom, kitchen, den, etc. You can
use one set to guard one door or buy extra
transmi ers to monitor more doors. Addi onal
receiver/alarms can also be purchased separately.
Range: 100 feet. (Alarm Modes: Chime, melody or
alarm)

Pad for Bed and Chair with Wireless
Remote Alarm Place this pad
underneath your loved ones bed
and /or chair and set the alarm. The
second they get up, an alarm will
sound both at the pad’s loca on and at the remote
alarm loca on (typically located in the caregiver’s
room). Great for persons at risk of wandering or
falling. Transmi er/receiver range: 100 . (Alarm:
Beeping, Volume: Moderate) Ba ery Operated.
Ba eries Included. Item #0197 $161.50

www.alzstore.com

Item #0067–Alarm w/Plug‐in Remote Chime Set
Item #0068 Extras:
Plug‐in Remote Alarm Receiver
Addi onal Transmi er (Door Contact)
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$39.95
$20.95
$20.95
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HOME MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

Item #0388
$24.95

Item #0387
$24.95

*****Automa c Wheelchair An ‐Rollback
Device No more falls caused by the
wheelchair rolling back when ge ng up and
si ng down. Here's a very clever, easy‐to‐
install device that automa cally locks the
wheels whenever the person stands or sits.
The brakes only engage when trying to push it backwards.
Item# 0101 (Standard or Large) $180.00

Item #0134
$32.95

Stop Signs These bold, highly visible signs
can be placed on doors leading to the
outside or to dangerous areas to help
discourage individuals from opening the
door. Made of thick vinyl, the signs are self‐
adhering, Item #0134 can be hung with
Velcro straps and can be removed and
relocated as necessary. It is also Class A fire‐
rated so it will not affect the fire rating of
the door.
Item #0387
$24.95
Item #0388
$24.95
Item #0134
$32.95

The Lightweight Rolling Walker by Drive® makes
walking easy. It features push down breaks that
don't require hand strength to use. It has a seat
that holds up to 300 lbs not 250 like many of the
compe ng walkers, and the adjustable length
gives our walker the ability of se ng it at a
height/angle that allows some ease in ge ng out
of an armless chair. This lightweight rolling walker
has 6 wheels not 4, allowing be er stability when walking.
Item #6001 $159.99
Toilet Safety Rails A large amount of trips
and falls occur in a bathroom, and these rails
can be a lifesaver. Item #6004 $85.50

Motion Detector with Remote
Alarm Place the motion
detector wherever it needs to
detect dangerous movement
and locate the chime/alarm in
your bedroom, up to 120 feet away. As soon
as your family member passes by the
detector, you will immediately know
something is amiss. The unit has detection
settings for a wide or a narrow beam,
allowing it to monitor an entire room or just
a selected area. Item #0093 $71.95

The Silver Sport Manual Wheelchair from
Drive is an economical, safe and
dependable wheelchair. Durable embossed
vinyl upholstery. Urethane res mounted
on composite wheel provides durability and
low maintenance. Comes with push to lock
brakes. The 8” front casters are adjustable
in 3 posi ons. Carry pocket on backrest. Comes with choice of
swing‐away footrests or eleva ng leg rests that are tool‐free
length adjustable. Durable plas c footplates. A rac ve Silver
Vein finish. 3‐year limited manufacturer’s warranty.
Item #6002
16” Width ‐ $199.99
18” ‐ $235.50
20”‐ $249.99
Drive Medical Folding Steel Commode meets
opens and folds flat for easy storage and
transporta on ‐ no tools necessary. New
elas cized leg design even allows legs to fold.
Durable plas c snap‐on seat and lid, and
plas c arms for added comfort and easier
cleaning. Grey powder‐coated steel welded
construc on increases strength and durability. Complete with
7‐1/2 qt. commode bucket, cover, and splash shield.
Item #6003 $99.95

Mo on‐ac vated Sensor The
perfect, low‐cost solu on for
pa ents who wander or
frequently get up at night. Each
unit projects an invisible, cone‐
shaped infrared sensing field
that spans up to 12 feet. When a pa ent or staﬀ
disturbs the sensing field, the light turns on,
instantly making a safer pathway. Perfect for use in
any healthcare facility, even at home! Convenient
sta onary mount can be placed on the floor or on
any surface for op mal posi oning.
Item #0350 1‐Pack $39.95
3‐Pack $115.00

www.alzstore.com

The Simple Lifting Aid The simple
lifting aid is easy‐to‐use and
inexpensive, yet it can save the
caregiver from painful back pain and
the patient from dangerous falls. Lift
a person from a seated to standing
position. Measures 19‐1/2” x 8”.
250 lb. weight capacity. Item #0246 $42.95
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CLOCKS

DOLLS

*****This digital calendar clock by
DayClox is the original, not a knock oﬀ.
Clearly spells out the full DAY, TIME and
DATE in large, bold le ers ‐ without
confusing abbrevia ons. 8" diagonal display
screen. Desk clock or Wall clock. A/C adapter (included). Does
not run on ba eries.
Item #0043
$109.00
*****Blaney, Therapy Music Bear, is a combina on of our
experiences of the benefits of music for people with cognizant
challenges, such as demen a, learning diﬃcul es and au sm,
combined with widely accepted advantages oﬀered by “doll
therapy”. Blaney Bear contains an MP3 Player that can hold
hundreds of songs downloaded from your computer. The care
and interac on with a comfor ng so toy provides a path to
unlocking strong maternal ins ncts or feelings of security,
providing both ac vity and self‐worth, whilst the music increases
awareness and interac on. Item #2112

*****Reminder Rosie is a 100% Hands
Free Digital Alarm Clock Memory Aid with
Revolu onary Speech Recogni on; Records
& Announces Mul ple Loud Personalized
Voice Alarms at a Specific Time and Date;
Everyday, Weekly, Monthly & Annually. A Simple Solu on to
Remember Medica ons, Appointments, Household & Personal
$99.95
Tasks, Birthdays & Much More… Item #0044
Free Shipping

Wall and Desk Clock These precision clocks
display the time, day of the week and date. They’re
durable, dependable, battery‐operated and show the
time on a large, familiar clock face.

Wall Clock 12”x 15”x 3”, operates on a
single AA battery (included).
Item #0042 $199.95

Item #0601
$34.95

Item #0602
$59.95

Item #0603
$39.00

A furry animal friend can help calm a demen a pa ent and
soothe aches and pains. They can warm up hands and feet,
and fill a void caused by a life change. They are ideal for those
with arthri s, sore muscles, stress, anxiety, cramps,
Alzheimer's, or anyone who needs a li le tender loving care.
These teddy bears have so velvety fur, a stuﬀed but pliable
body, added weight in the bo om, and a wonderful, soothing
scent. A fun and unique way to give the gi of heat, cold, and
aromatherapy to someone special.

Desk Clock 13”x 4”x 3”, operates on
a C battery (included).
Item #0227 (White) $119.99

Day Clock The face of the clock is
divided into seven segments, each
representing a day of the week.
Operates on a single AA battery (not
included) Available in Mahogany or Oak Finish.
Item #0292
$39.95
Day Monitor The clock simply and
clearly displays the me of day as morning,
a ernoon, evening or night. Maintains
daily rou ne and reduces anxiety about the
me of day and them missing key events. It
is clearly visible at night.
Item #H016
$99.99

Baby Annie
Item #0508

Baby Oliver
Item #0510

Baby Emma
Item #0501

“Someone to Love” Baby Doll Dolls have a remarkable
eﬀect on women and men in the middle and later stages of
Alzheimer's disease. They are calming, soothing and bring the
person back to a me in their life when they felt useful and
had a sense of purpose; when caring for a young family
member was the #1 priority. These sweet li le babies are very
special, bringing pleasure to anyone who holds them. They
weigh three pounds and are about 17 inches long. View our
website for our full doll selection.
$119.99

Day/Night Clock Designed to assist
those for whom the disease has affected
their ability to reason accurately the
time of day. The clock features text
graphics for DAY, with MORNING and
AFTERNOON, and NIGHT with EVENING and NIGHT to
supplement the information supplied by the Sun and
Moon graphics. Operates on a AA battery.
Item #H006 $79.95

View our website for our full doll selec on

www.alzstore.com
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SAFETY FOR SENIORS
Select from the famous MedReady pill
dispensers and find the device that is
right for your needs. Each dispenser is
lockable (to prevent double dosing) with
28 compartments and 11 caplets. Added features include a
red flashing light and a modem that will call emergency
numbers if meds are not taken. Item #0032

Confounding Door Lock This
ingenious, strong door lock requires no
key and does not look like a lock. It opens
by pulling and rotating the door‐jam
"blocker" out of the way of an in‐swinging
door. Caregivers can unlock the door
easily, but persons with dementia (who do
not know the trick) can try for hours with no success
(with rare exceptions). Works on doors that swing in
only. It's easy to install .Can be installed on wood or
metal doors. Not recommended for use on exit doors
‐ for safety reasons. Lock access only from inside.
Available in Brass or White.
Item #0247
$27.95

MedReady 1700 Automa c Medica on Dispenser Orig. $149.00
MedReady 1700FL Automa c Medica on Dispenser
with Flashing Red Light
$159.00
MedReady 1750FL PLUS with Emergency Calling
$207.00

The Med‐E‐Lert is a pill dispenser, organizer
and alarm all in one unit. Since there are 28
compartments it can handle up to 28 days of
dosage. It can be set up for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 mes daily with six dosage rings and the
GMS has a loud alarm with a blinking light.
Item #0031
$79.95

Anti‐Scalding Devices Called a
Temperature Activated Flow Reducer
(TAFR), these easy‐to‐install, screw‐on,
anti‐scalding devices turn off the water
if the temperature gets too hot.
Activated at 117 degrees F. Color:
Chrome. Available Bathroom/Kitchen
Faucet or Showerhead
Item #0200
$69.95

FireAvert intelligently turns oﬀ the stove
before there is any fire. The FireAvert is
con nually monitoring for the sound of
your smoke alarm. When your smoke
alarm sounds from food le on the stove,
FireAvert will turn oﬀ the stove before there is any fire.
Item #0106
$149.99

PHONES

“I Have a
Invisible Cabinet Lock
Condi on” Cards
Item #0114 $17.95
Item #0342
$15.00

10 Bu on Corded Picture Phone with
amplifica on will ensure that the
person in your life with Alzheimer's or
demen a can connect with you
immediately! Pictures of friends and
family are placed on the bu ons. In two simple bu on
presses, they will be comforted by the voice on the
other end of this Memory Picture Phone. It is equipped
with an emergency bu on. Although, if needed, the
emergency bu on can be disabled. Item #0030 $49.95

Refrigerator Latch
Item #3012 $12.95

Dial‐less Telephone For those
whose inten ons are good, but may
call at inappropriate hours or
con nuously, the dial‐less phone
lets your loved one receive calls, but
not call out. Standard Tabletop
Phone. Ringer on/oﬀ bu on under phone. Color: Beige
or Red.
Item #0077
$59.95
Memory Phone The Memory Phone
allows you or your loved one to simply
push the “picture” of the person they
want to call.
Item #0029 $64.95

www.alzstore.com
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Please Be
Pa ent Cards
Item #0187
$15.00

Refrigerator Padlock
Item #0363 $35.95

Seatbelt ID Pocket
Item #0199 $9.95

Grab & Pull
Item #H013 $9.99

Safe Glider Rocker
Item #0103 $899.00

Li Chair Recliner
Item #0252 $1415.00

1‐800‐752‐3238

ACTIVITIES & GAMES
Denim Activity Lap Pillow This
colorful, sensory stimulation lap
pillow was designed specially for
people with Alzheimer’s disease.
This lap pillow is great for those
with "busy hands", who may be agitated or just
bored. Provides stimulation related to familiar
lifetime activities using zippers, buttons, and
ties. Velcro web straps make for easy attachment
to wheelchair trays. 22" x 15" x 1‐1/2" thick.
Item #0137 $75.95

Fiddle Twiddle Activity Muffs The Fiddle
Twiddle is a soft, comfortable hand muff
with tactile features outside and a squishy
ball inside. Whether hands go inside or
explore the outside features, the Fiddle
Twiddle provides entertainment,
therapeutic activity and keeps busy hands warm
and occupied. Machine Washable (Plaid, Puppy or
Kitten)
Item #0209
$49.95
Fiddle is basically a muff that goes
on someone's (generally with
dementia) lap and they can put their
hands inside to keep them warm or
finger fiddle the various attached
items. Twiddling and fiddling provides a soothing
sensation for those with Alzheimer's or dementia.
It gives the user something to do with their hands
and offering a great physical activity for both
dexterity and memory. Item #0208 $49.95

Gel‐Wave Pad Move plastic disks
through bright blue & yellow
waves. Provides tactile and visual
stimulation. Great for improving finger and hand
strength. 12” x 21” Item #H011 $29.95
The Handyman’s Box The
Handyman's Box is a unique
activity product ‚– a source of
pride, fascination and fun. This
superbly handmade, hardwood
lock box has doors that open and close, each
with a different lock, hasp or latch. Items can be
placed inside and viewed by opening a different
door. Item #0088 Small $79.00 (11"x 7"x 7")
Large $99.00 (15"x 6"x 7")

The Massage Pillow is a vibra ng pillow that
awakens the senses and rests your soul.
Vibra on has many therapeu c benefits for
people of all ages, with or without
disabili es or sensory processing disorders.
These pillows are a comfortable and convenient way to
provide soothing, regula ng and healing eﬀects to any part
of your body.
Item #H005
$39.95

Plumbers Pal Pipes is a great
activity or gift for the handyman or
woman, this set of pipes is fun and
practical. The kit comes with 40
colored fittings that easily
assemble to create an entire 3‐dimensional
plumbing system.
Item #0205 $24.95

Tote I Early To Middle Stage and Tote II
Middle to Late Stage was designed to give the
in home or visi ng caregiver an easy way to
bring a variety of ac vi es. The ac vi es in
Tote I are for people in the early to middle
stages and Tote II for people in the middle to
late stages of Alzheimer's Disease. These Totes also make a
perfect gi . Five ac vity products are included in each.
See website for details.
Tote I Item #0165
$84.95
Tote II Item #0166
$99.95

Shake Loose A Memory Game The
object of the game is to keep as
many cards as possible, but the
real goal is to talk about and recall
memories (192 cards) ‐‐ the game
was designed for people with Alzheimer's. Every
question begins: "Keep this card if..." ‐ There are
no wrong answers. Each game comes with one
large, squishy dice.
Item #0339 $21.50
Also: Shake Away Your Taste Item #0340 $21.50

Busy Board Features of Busy Board:
Shoe laces, chain lock, sash latch, toggle
latch, barrel bolt, retractable clasp,
nylon dog collar, zipper, handle for
carrying.
Item #0207 $99.99
Art Ball For those with demen a, Playable
ART unleashes the crea vity of the
memories for skills not currently being
used. Our fidget toy for adults uses the
same type of skills used in coloring books,
puzzles,and memory games. Item #0206 $29.95

www.alzstore.com

*****Senior TV Remote Very simple to
use ‐ The most programmable large button
remote available.
Item #0036 $34.95
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Jumbo Slide‐Slot Bingo Card These
large Bingo cards have jumbo
windows (1" x 1‐1/2") with
transparent orange sliders to cover
called numbers. They do not require
dabbing bottles or little chips. Just
slide the window closed to cover the number.
To uncover them, slide them open.
Dimensions: 8" wide and 9.5" tall
Item #0268 (10‐Pack)
$29.95

Aerobics for the Mind Mental
Fitness Cards are plastic‐
coated cards, each with its
own exercise in mental fitness.
They offer reasonable, do‐able
mental exercises that
stimulate the mind, memory and neurons. 100
4”x 6” cards.
Item #0076 $28.95
Emotion Cards Illustrating
emotions – from angry to
surprised. 40 color photos
relate directly to emotions,
while the remaining 40 are
scenes of children engaged in common,
emotion‐filled scenarios. These cards can also
be used as an activity, matching happy with
happy, sorted or used as a tool to discover
how residents are feeling. 80 3 1/2”x 5”
cards.
Item #0355 $34.95

The Ungame for Seniors The
Ultimate Self Expression
Game! The all new Seniors
Edition UnGame will take players
down memory lane. The
questions are in large print for easier game
play and will result in players sharing “how it
used to be.” This unique non‐competitive
game can be a great way to invoke
conversation with Deck 1 or serious exchange
of thoughts, feelings and ideas with Deck
2. 140 Cards (3‐1/4" x 1‐3/4")
Item #H010
$9.99

“I Got It” Card Game These
Jumbo‐Sized Playing Cards are
an excellent way to view the
playing cards on a larger
scale. Everyone loves to plays
cards and these cards are a great way to
continue the game everyone loves! It is
reminiscent of many card games that were
played, both as a child and adult. The game is
intuitive and requires little in the way of
instructions or achieving success.
Item #0294 $24.95

“Conversations” Picture Cards
are clear, crisp, colorful photos
of animals, foods, vehicles,
clothing and everyday objects.
Use them to generate
conversation, recall memories,
or even play games (identification,
associations or groupings). Easy to see and
easy to understand. Each card is 3‐1/2" x 5".
Item #0097A Each Set
$19.95
Item #0097 All Five Sets
$69.95
Language Cards are extra‐large,
double‐sided cards, each with a
high quality photograph of an
everyday object. Identify and
talk about the items shown,
categorize them by theme or
match words to pictures. 31 6” x 8” cards.
Item #0218 $15.95

Sharpen Your Senses Activity
Cards These cards
concentrate on the five senses
using imagination and memory
to reminisce, evaluate, guess,
and offer unique answers to
each question. Great for large or small groups
or for individuals just seeking to improve
their mental fitness. Each card asks a simple,
interesting question designed to spark
memories and conversation. 120 4" x 6"
cards.
Item #0357 $29.95

Checkers & Checkerboard Large
Vinyl Roll‐Up This jumbo black and
red checker board measures 20" x
20" and is vinyl, so it can be wiped
down, rolled up and put away. The
large 1‐3/4" diameter checkers are carved wood,
colors: Ivory and Dark Brown.
Item #0298
$32.95

www.alzstore.com
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DVDs
*****Teepa Snow DVD’s Teepa
Snow's philosophy is based on
years of making mistakes and
perfec ng a posi ve
approach to caregiving.
Her teaching style
integrates facts about the
brain and how it works, or
doesn't work in the case of
demen a, with exper se in
adult learning principles. She is able to go in and out
of character as a typical person with Alzheimer's to
demonstrate common issues and problems and to
help care providers learn new ways of thinking and
managing themselves for be er outcome and
results. Available DVD's: (Sold Separately)
The Art of Caregiving, It's All in Your Approach,
The Journey of Demen a, Progression of Demen a
‐Seeing Gems Not Just Loss, Filling the Day with
Meaning, End of Life and Le ng Go, Improving
Emergency Service
Item #0701‐0707 $39.90

*****Ambient Art DVD turns your TV into an
Impressionist Art Gallery! This DVD is a
collec on of 346 pain ngs from 11
Impressionist Masters (from Van Gogh to
Renoir) to create a virtual anthology of one of
the world's most popular art movements.
Item #2098
$19.99
*****Ul mate Video Aquarium DVD. The
Ambient Water video aquarium DVD includes
over 3 hours of gorgeous and vibrant fish
captured in high defini on for the best picture
quality and clarity.
Item #2099
$19.99

Creating Moments of Joy
(Reminiscence) Jolene Brackey
Education & Training DVD’s.
Brackey began her career with
Alzheimer's patients as an Activity Director. As
her work progressed, she began jotting down
ideas that offered positive help for patients. Her
talks and videos are a series of enlightening
insights into Alzheimer’s disease and how to
better communicate, empower and help people
with the disease feel and become safer in their
environments.
Item #3023 $99.95

Curious Kittens Watch these cute,
cuddly, furry kittens frolic and play as
only kittens can. The DVD can be used
in a group setting or for individual
enjoyment. It’s excellent for use as a
reminiscence tool or for memory
enhancement. (63 minutes) Item #2095 $19.99

Favorite Things Nature
Collection DVD is a collection
of eight photo slideshows of
many of the aspects of nature
Item #2090 $15.00
Favorite Things Season
DVD Collection contains
a DVD for each of the
four seasons. Companion Photo Activity
Cards also available.
Item #2091
$24.99

There is a Bridge is a moving
documentary about Alzheimer’s that
reminds us that meaningful
communication is always possible, and
that the essence of a person remains,
even in the face of this serious illness.
This film has a radically different perspective on
Alzheimer’s—one of hope, the hope that in the
midst of all that is lost with dementia, much
awaits to be found. (110 minutes)
Item #3033
$34.95

Memory Collection Therapy—
Streaming Video Relive the
decade of the 1960s from TV,
Movies and National Stories in
this 10 minute interactive video.
Item #2020 $24.95

The Alzheimer’s Dialogs Four one‐

Garden Delights Relax and enjoy
the ultimate in gardening
experiences. Garden Delights DVD
features beautiful photos of
colorful, favorite flowers ‐ a
bright, "virtual" stroll in the
garden for cold or gloomy days or those who
just love gardening. (120 minutes)
Item #2097 $19.99

on‐one support group meetings on 2
CDs., Nancy Graham plays the role of a
caregiver who now accepts her
mother’s condition and seeks answers
to her most difficult questions. Sherril
Bover, a real support group leader, pulls no
punches in providing Nancy with the information
she needs. (112 minutes) Item #0184 $39.95

www.alzstore.com
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PUZZLES
These 60 piece puzzles keep you
engaged with the bright colors and
so many objects placed throughout
the puzzle. The finished puzzle size
is 13.5" x 18.875” and each puzzle is
made in the USA. There are diﬀerent puzzles to
choose from including Rescue Heroes, and USA
Map.
Item #0411 $14.95

Memory Jogging Puzzles are used to rebuild cogni ve
skills and s mulate memories in seniors with
demen a, Alzheimer's and stroke vic ms. These large
wooden piece puzzles are 1/4" thick mahogany. Lap
size puzzle, 6x8" fits on bedside table and dinner trays.
Item #0401 (6 Pieces) $24.95
Item #0402 (12 Pieces) $28.95
Item #0403 (20 Pieces) $34.95

Therapeu c Puzzles provide to caregivers a tool to
communicate and connect. An added benefit is that
it also o en has a calming eﬀect upon the person
with Alzheimer’s and demen a. We’ve chosen
images that will either spark a memory of a previous
interest or can be used as conversa on starters.
Available in 8 diﬀerent puzzles.

Four Piece Puzzles For those in the later
stages use only one puzzle at a me. For
those in the middle stages use two to four
puzzles. For a greater challenge use two or
more trays and mix up all the pieces. Each
puzzle measures 3‐1/2" x 5". Styles Available: Flowers,
Puppies and Vintage Cars. Item #0399
$24.95

Item #0800: Country Life
Item #0801: Going Out
Item #0802: Red, White & Blue
Item #0803: New Country
Item #0804: Pre y Ki y
Item #0806: Relaxing With Friends
Item #0807: Roses For You
Item #0808: Making Music

Great 24 Piece Puzzles These
award‐winning, beautiful, 24‐
piece puzzles feature well‐known
works of art by famous artists.
Each puzzle piece is rather
approximately 4" x 6" and can be wiped clean.
Printed on heavy 70‐point board, the quality of
the printing displays exquisite detail.
Completed puzzles measure 17” x 22”. Styles
Available: Boat Builders, Girls at the Piano,
Children at the Beach, and Statue of Liberty &
American Flag.
Item #0359 $15.95

Sound Puzzles These puzzles,
featuring an image of a fire engine
or a train, contain only 9 pieces
each and the added benefit of a
reward once the last piece is put
in place. When the last of the 9
pieces of these wooden puzzles is
put in place, the puzzle rewards
the player with a familiar sound. Each comes
in its own wooden tray that serves to contain
and frame the puzzle.
Item #0231 (Fire Truck or Train )
$16.95

These 36 Piece Puzzles are ideal
for individuals suffering from
Alzheimer's disease. These
puzzles present a cognitive
exercise that also provides
therapeutic value. Use of jigsaw puzzles has
also been shown to improve memory and brain
function, including those suffering from
Alzheimer's and dementia. See website for
puzzle variations. Item #0410 $14.95

www.alzstore.com
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BATHROOM & BATHING

INCONTINENCE

The Rinse‐Free, Pre‐Moistened
Wipes are large and come in a
re‐closeable container. These
pre‐moistened wash cloths are perfect for
washing and cleaning up when a sink, tub or a
shower are a convenient op on. Use them
for incon nence accidents or simply for a
cool, refreshing cleansing experience.
Item #0078 (Set of 4 Packs) $17.95

The Save‐A‐Sheet Ma ress Protector is
a so , water‐proof, breathable “half
sheet”, protec ng only the part of the
bed likely to be soiled in case of an
“accident”. Place it on top of the
exis ng sheet – beneath the incon nent
person and tuck on both sides of your
ma ress. When soiled simply un‐tuck
and remove the bed sheet ma ress protector and
replace with a fresh one. Available in Twin/Full, Queen.
Item #0351
Twin/Full $19.95
Queen $29.95

Shampoo in a Cap You can
warm the Shampoo‐in‐a‐Cap
(which resembles a shower
cap) in the microwave, place
it on the person’s head and
gently massage. All the while their hair
is getting cleaned and conditioned. No
need to rinse ‐ just towel dry.
Item #0080 (Pkg of 4 Caps)
$16.95

Peach Sheet Care Pads Ul mate
capacity in an under pad! The
Peach Sheet core absorbs well over
one quart of fluid. This product
provides for excep onal skin dryness, odor elimina on,
bacterial control and pH neutraliza on. Peach Sheet
Construc on guarantees: Skin Dryness, Neutraliza on
of Urine, Inhibi on of Bacterial Growth, Odor
Elimina on
Item #0258 Original 96 per case (21x32in)
with 4 tape tabs
$96.00
Heavy Duty 60 per case (30x36 in)
without tape tabs
$106.00

Rinse‐Free Shampoo &
Body Wash
Item #0083 (16 oz.)
Item #0079 (16 oz.)

Adult Underwear Liners ‐ Tranquility
These adult liners are designed with an
adhesive strip on the back for secure
placement when worn in regular
underwear. Excellent absorp on
capaci es maintain skin dryness and
controls odor providing peace of mind.
The discreet appearance of the liner helps provide a
more normal and ac ve life‐style. Lycra® leg gathers
with contour fit helps to prevent leakage. Latex‐free.
Free Shipping
Item #0395
$66.00

$9.25
$9.25

Bath Cape The Bath Cape is a
luxurious, generously large,
warm and very absorbent bath
robe that offers considerable
dignity, comfort and style. It has
slits instead of arms, making it
much easier to put on and take off. One
size fits most. White. Material: Velour/
Terrycloth.
Item #0327 $44.95

Incontinence Disposal Pail Contrary
to regular trash cans, this system is
exclusively designed for disposal of
incontinence products. The unique
internal trap doors help contain
odors, while still allowing simple
operation. Truly hands free, just step and
drop! This pail offers you a hygienic, and odor
free triple sealed system along with powder
scented continuous liner and refills. Includes
liners preloaded.
Item #H002
$99.95
Item #H002R Pail Refills (3 Pack)
$29.95

One Moment Please Door Signs
Item #0237 (Pad of 25) $15.00

www.alzstore.com
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Disposable Adult Underwear
Once you try them, you will never order another brand!!
Adult Briefs‐Daytime

Adult Briefs—Overnight
Item #0262

Item #0259
Premium DayTime Disposable
Absorbent Underwear offers
outstanding protection and
guaranteed performance ensure
confidence and comfort during active
daytime hours. It has the Peach Mat
absorbent core. Comfortable
breathable fabric has an ample, full‐rise waist panel. Tear‐away
side seams allow for easy removal. Inner leg cuffs provide
leakage protection.

Size

Fits Waist

Weight (lbs.) Units/

Size

Premium OverNight Disposable
absorbent underwear by Tranquility is
the best performing disposable
underwear available. Holds over a quart
of liquid for uninterrupted sleep. The
soft, breathable fabric has an ample, full
rise waist panel. Tear‐away side seams allow for easy removal. Inner
leg cuffs for leakage protection.

Price/

Size

Fits Waist
Size

Weight (lbs.)

Units/ Price/
Case
Case

Case

Case

Extra Small

17” ‐ 28”

65‐85

88

$85.00

Medium

34” ‐48”

120‐175

72

$79.00

Small

22” ‐ 36”

80‐125

80

$85.00

Large

44” ‐ 54”

170‐210

64

$79.00

Medium

34” ‐ 48”

120‐175

72

$85.00

X‐Large

48” ‐ 66”

210+

56

$89.00

Large

44” ‐ 54”

170‐210

64

$85.00

XXL‐Plus

62”‐80”

250+

48

$89.00

X‐Large

48” ‐ 66”

210+

56

$85.00

XXL‐Plus

62”‐80”

250+

56

$85.00

Booster Pads for Added
Protection ‐ Item #0308
Tranquility Topliner Booster Pad
(Adhesive) are intended to be paired
with any brand of disposable
absorbent products. The flow‐through
design allows the pad to fill to capacity
and then pass addi onal fluid to the
disposable undergarment, boos ng the absorbency, maintaining
skin integrity and controlling odor. They increase capacity and
economically extend the use of the primary undergarment. (Also
available in Mini‐Booster) The TopLiner Booster Contour Pad
(Non‐adhesive) is designed especially to contain bowel
incon nence. Its hourglass shape provides a wider surface area
and its so texture makes clean‐up easier. also available in Super
Plus)
Size

Pad size

Units/
Case

Mini Booster Pad

10.5” x 2.75”

200

Topliner Booster Pad

14” x 4”

Price/
Case

All Thru the Night
Disposable Briefs ‐
Item #0335
Tranquility All Through
the Night Disposable
Briefs have maximum capacity in a disposable
brief. One can sleep all through the night
uninterrupted by garment changes without
compromising skin integrity. Brief can be
opened multiple times with refastenable tape
tabs. Inner leg cuffs for leakage protection and
bowel containment.

Size

Fits Waist
Size

Weight (lbs.)

Units/ Price/
Case Case

$62.00

Small

24” ‐ 32”

80‐125

100

$93.00

200

$72.00

Medium

32” ‐ 44”

120‐175

96

$103.00

Topliner Contour Booster Pad 21.5” x 13.5”

120

$62.00

Large

45” ‐ 58”

170‐210

96

$116.00

Topline Super Plus Contour
Booster Liner

96

$72.00

X‐Large

56” ‐ 64”

210+

72

$116.00

www.alzstore.com
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FLEXIBLE CLOTHING
Wrap with Pockets The Wrap With
Pockets has equal parts of the cape, shawl,
and fleece vest. Cascading shawl collar.
Unstructured design with open front, roomy
pockets, and ample armholes. Generous
curved hemline hits mid‐thigh in the back.
Oversized collar can be turned up and worn
as a hood. Made of washable Polartec®
fleece. One generous size.
Colors: White, Purple
Item #H001
$78.95

Reboundwear ‐ No more shapeless baggy
clothing, No more cu ng your clothes
around medical devices. Reboundwear
clothing is stylish, comfortable,
accommodates every kind of medical
device, and allows access to all wound
sites. Made of the highest quality fabrics with wicking
and an ‐microbial proper es.
Item #5000 (MEN’S SHIRT) SIZES S‐XL
$85.95
Item #5001 (MEN’S PANTS) SIZES M‐XL
$95.95
Item #5002 (WOMEN’S JACKET) SIZES M‐XL
$95.95
Item #5003 (WOMEN’S SHIRT) SIZES M‐XL
$85.95
Item #5004 (WOMEN’S PANTS) SIZES S‐XL
$95.95

Cape with Pockets Cape with Pockets is
large and has over‐size pockets, perfect for
keeping hands warm on cold days. One
generous size. Machine washable. Material:
Polartec, fleece fabric. Colors: Black, Red,
Rose
Item #0131 $68.95

Shoulder Shawl For older family
members or friends who are forever cold,
the Shoulder Shawl is the perfect answer.
It’s warm, very so and very fashionable,
plus it has no armholes to deal with. It also
doubles as a lap blanket. One generous
size. Machine washable. Material: Polartec, fleece fabric.
Colors: Black, Camel, Green, Red and Royal Blue
Item #0123
$48.95

Home Care Line by Dignity Pajamas This unique
line of pajamas was specifically designed for those
with demen a for easy use. Item #5005
Women’s Short Sleeve $59.00
Women’s Long Sleeve
$69.00
Men’s Short Sleeve
$69.00
Men’s Long Sleeve
$79.00

DINING
Glassware The glass and carafe combine
great impact strength and sha er
resistance with clarity and func onality.
Item #H019
Carafe & Glass $10.00 Wine Glass $5.00

Dinnerware This dinnerware incorporates

Weighted Cutlery These stainless
steel, weighted utensils are designed
to help steady the hands of persons
having difficulty holding silverware
or feeding themselves. Sold
separately or as a set.
Item #0203 $13.95 (Set of 4) $47.50
Plate Guard Eliminate frustration
and mess. This spill guard guides food
onto the utensil while preventing
food from spilling onto the table and
floor. Attaches and detaches to any
round 8"‐11" diameter plate. Item #H008 $9.95

The Placemat is a high contrast 2 color
product which depicts where cutlery and
dinnerware are placed. Its purpose is to
encourage con nuing engagement of
people with Alzheimer's in se ng the table while providing
clues to aid the failing memory. Free Shipping. Item #4005
Blue, Green & Red
$19.95

Bibs for Adults Get two bibs
in one...reversible,
lightweight, water & stain
proof, very stylish. Handy
pockets on each side. Machine wash & dry.
Item #0161 $19.95

www.alzstore.com

features which make food far easier to see
and manipulate. These features ensure that
food stays warm longer and can be more
easily manipulated with less spillage. This
makes for a more dignified and be er dining experience
suppor ng all the benefits of be er nutri on and hydra on.
Features: Highly resistant to breakage, ceramic look and feel,
rimmed lip and retains spillage, broad base for greater
stability. Keeps food warm and hands cool. Dishwasher safe.
Available in Blue, Yellow and Ivory. Item #H018
Small Plate
$7.50
Bowl
$9.00
Large Plate
$10.50
Cup & Lid
$8.00
Set
$32.50 (includes 1 of each above)

One Way Drinking Straws If you do not have
enough breath to take the liquid into your mouth,
you can simply take another breath. It will not go
back down the straw. On the second breath, it will
easily release into your mouth. No more struggling
with ea ng through a straw.
Item #4002
Set of 5 $9.95
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BOOKS
A Complete Guide to Alzheimer's Proofing
Your Home is a comprehensive prac cal
guide for helping in‐home caregivers and
health professionals who advise them, to
evaluate the home environment and make
modifica ons enhancing safety and
func on.
Item #2149
$29.95

A Walk in the Garden Filled with
familiar verse and poetry, this lay‐flat
book features a single inspiration
sentence in large, easy‐to‐read print and
large colorful illustrations. A single
inspirations per page. (41 pp., hardback,
spiral bound) Item #2311
$12.95

Remembering for Both of Us is a touching
story of a child’s first glimpse of Alzheimer’s
and a reminder that es of the heart
transcend age and illness. Item #2212 $12.95

Wishing On a Star You won't find a
simpler way to interact meaningfully
and enjoyably with someone with
memory impairment! The cheerful,
engaging illustrations and
straightforward text describe favorite
activities and experiences that fill each person's day.
Author: Lydia Burdick (25 pp., hardback)
Item #2290
$19.95

What would you do if one of your
grandparents could not remember you? This
is a ques on that children confront in the
book "Remember Me‐¿Te Acuerdas De Mi?"
This book shows how children may cope
when their grandparents show symptoms of
Alzheimer's disease. Item #2177
$14.95

Gentlemen’s Club Among the
toughest products to find in the field of
dementia are those for men. It’ll keep
them busy, trigger great conversations
and memories. It is just full of great
ideas that only men can appreciate and
enjoy. The book is full of "guy" ideas, puzzles and
activity suggestions for families and activity directors.
Author: Sharon Thompson. (64 pp., softback)
Item #2300
$9.95

Jolene Brackey has a vision. A vision that
will soon look beyond the challenges of
Alzheimer's disease and focus more of our
energy on crea ng moments of joy. We
are not able to create a perfectly
wonderful day with someone who has
demen a, but it is absolutely a ainable to create a
perfectly wonderful moment; a moment that puts a
smile on their face, a twinkle in their eye, or triggers a
memory.
Item #2130
$24.95

Strengthen Your Mind: Volumes I
and II (Sold Separately) Volumes I & II
are designed for people in the early
stages of memory loss. These books tackle
feature matching, fill‐in‐the‐blanks, and
brainstorming activities allowing seniors
to test their memory on a variety of topics, including
advertising slogans, heroes and heroines, famous
movies, national landmarks, and much more. Authors:
Kristin Einberger and Janelle Sellick. (Each book has
over 85 activities, softback) Item #2250
$33.95

Connecting the Dots
This program helps improve
communication. Item #2297 $18.95
Magic Pain ng Book
Use the special brush to paint water over
the illustra ons and colors are magically
revealed.
Item #2080 $15.00
*****Mothballs in My A c Unique
fill in the blank workbook designed to
s mulate memories of olden days.
Item #2240 $19.95

Happy New Year to You!
Item #2241 $19.95

Paint with Water Coloring
Book These no mess themed
coloring books are perfect for
on the go. Set includes one
each of Animals, Bible Stories, Pet Mazes, Safari, and
Vehicles.
Item #2085
$34.95

Nostalgic America
Item #2201 $24.95

....and many more on www.alzstore.com
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Over 300 Items on our website
www.alzstore.com
Made to order items:
Signage: These signs are custom made to meet par cular needs. The most
common is the Bathroom Sign. The longer a person can stay independent the less
caregiving is necessary. When a person with demen a can no longer read, they can
see color and also see the picture that they can iden fy. Commonly used in
facili es. Minimum order 10.

Signs
Item #4001 $72.00

Memory Boxes: These boxes are commonly placed outside the door of a pa ent’s
room at a facility.

Item #0285 (see website)
$160.00

Item #0287 (p.4)
$183.50

Item #0286 (see website)
$99.00

GIFT IDEAS
Tote I—Early to Middle Stages

Item #0165 (p.8)
$84.95

Blaney, Therapy Music Bear
Item #2112 (p.3)
Healthcare Products LLC
450 Oak Tree Avenue
South Plainfield, NJ 07080
1‐800‐752‐3238
Email: Contact@alzstore.com

Tote II—Middle Stages to Late Stages

Massage Pillow

Music Players

Item #0166 (p.8)
$99.95

Item #H005 (p.8)
$39.95

Item #2115 (p.3)

Fiddle (p. 8)
Item #0208

Emergency ID Bracelet (p. 4)
Item #0910 $69.99

Return Policy: Please refer to our site at
www.alzstore.com. All returns must be
authorized at: contact@alzstore.com

Please order through our website: WWW.ALZSTORE.COM
or feel free to contact us at 1(800) 752‐3238 from 9:00AM
to 5:00PM Monday thru Friday EST.

www.alzstore.com

Fiddle Twiddle (p. 8)
Item #0209

CODE #
If code # is printed here, use for a
rebate at checkout page at
www.alzstore.com or on a phone order

Administra ve Design By: Cris an Campozano
Printed By: RDC Graphic Design ‐ rdcprint.com
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